ST. CHARLES HEALTH SYSTEM
Madras Campus Volunteer Opportunities
Terry Shelby, Volunteer Coordinator: (541) 475-3882 ext. 5327
Brad Ruder, Volunteer Supervisor: (541) 706-2924

Retail Services:
Gift Store
Greet customers and ring up sales in Point-of-Sales cash register. Provide a friendly caring atmosphere to
all our customers. Be knowledgeable about store inventory and merchandise available. Assists in
inventory annually and checks in items upon delivery. Cash handling skills preferred. Assist customers
with purchases and processes phone orders.
Gift Store Manager & Buyer
We are currently looking for parties that may be interested in taking over control of the Gift Store from
our current Volunteers who wish to step back into a less time-heavy role. This position would ask
Volunteers to contribute to purchasing new product, pricing new product, display organization, yearend inventory, managing Volunteer scheduling, and watching financial reports and forecasts.
St. Charles Hospice:
Hospice Volunteer
Visit patients and families in their home providing companionship, friendly visits or respite for
caregivers. Assist with administrative tasks in the office. Work with hospice bereavement coordinator
to co-facilitate support groups or provide bereavement check-in visits or phone calls. Contact Hospice
Volunteer Coordinator, Lisa McGowan at 541-706-6700 or lamcgowan@stcharleshealthcare.org.
Clinical Support:
Transitional Care
Volunteer will work with the nurses to accommodate patients that will be in the hospital for a period of
time. This position involves a large amount of patient interaction. Entertainment items and
conversation provided. Volunteer will visit with patient and promote patient to follow occupational
therapists guidelines to a speedy recovery. Volunteer documents time with patient for nursing staff.
Spiritual Services:
Spiritual Care
Our hospital Spiritual Care providers bring compassion to the bedside. They are available to
compassionately minister to your spiritual, emotional and religious needs, and they respect the variety
of paths used by individuals to find meaning. Our Spiritual Care providers are here to support you and
we have Chaplains on staff to provide coverage 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week and serve
throughout the hospitals and all their various departments. This position requires 1 credit of CPE.

